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LAND USE ELEMENT
Preface

This element of the Comprehensive Plan is an amendment to, and replaces
in its entirety, the
Land
Use Section
contained
in the
Comprehensive Plan Revision, dated April, 2002.
Section 1 Introduction

Land use and development patterns in Orangeburg County are the result of
a complex interaction of demographic trends, economic circumstances, and
social attitudes. Technological changes in areas such as transportation and
construction, and the availability and cost of natural resources, including
land, water, and energy, also have helped shape existing development
patterns.

The forces that influence land development are constantly evolving.

Consequently, factors impacting land use form are dramatically different
today from those which acted to shape land use patterns in the past.
Lifestyle preferences, size and configuration of households, levels of
personal income, available transportation modes and the composition of
the economy are a few of the variables responsible for the current
geographic distribution of land use and activities.
Section 2 Existing Land Use

In order to plan for the future, it is essential to have an understanding of the
past and the existing use of land produced by it. This will help determine
future expectations and dimension the degree of departure, if any, from
established patterns of growth and intensity which may be applied in
presently undeveloped areas.

Land in Orangeburg County is used for a multitude of activities, and
includes everything from farms to golf courses, houses to fast food
establishments, and hospitals to graveyards, all of which are
interconnected. The location of any given use impacts in some way the
larger environ of which it is a part.
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The vast majority of the county is in agricultural and woodland. Farmland
comprises 41 percent of the land area, including 97,315 acres in woodland.
Woodland not in farmland comprises 43 percent of the land area.
Table I

General Land Use Inventory
Use

Acres

Percent County

Urban / Built Up Land
(1)
Incorporated

16,000

2.3

65,000

9.2

Farmland

292,997

41.4

Cropland

156,637

22.1

Woodland

97,315

13.7

Pastureland

27,048

03.8

Other

11,997

01.8

306,425

43.2

other

27,418

3.9

Total

707,840

100.0

Unincorporated
Rural

Woodland (non-farm)

(1) Includes idle and vacant land within municipal and built up unincorporated areas.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Census of Agriculture. 2002; Census of Population and Housing
Statistics, 2000; SC Forestry commission, 2006.

Urban and built-up areas account for approxinnately 11.5 percent of the
total land area, of which 2.3 percent is incorporated into 17 municipalities
and towns. Most built-up areas are located in proximity to, but outside the
borders of these corporate places. Others are located in isolated rural
areas, forming rural communities.

That the existing use of land within the county will change over time is
undeniable. Projections by the South Carolina Budget and Control Board
for the year 2015 show an increase of approximately 5,700 people over the
2000 Census. The impact from this increase will alter existing land uses
and patterns. How prepared the county is to accommodate and influence
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these changes may well depend on its commitment to the comprehensive
planning process, not just this Plan.
Comprehensive planning is more than a plan, it is a process, according to
the Local Government Comprehensive Planning Enabling Act of 1994
(6-29-510), which will result in the systematic preparation and continual
reevaluation and updating of those elements considered critical, necessary,
and desirable to guide the development and redevelopment of Orangeburg
County.

Urban/built-up areas are found principally in and around the 17
municipalities, most notably Orangeburg. That development outside of
these municipalities generally is of lower density accounts in part for the
disparity in the amount of urban/built-up land in unincorporated areas
compared to incorporated areas, as shown on Table I. South Carolina
annexation laws also play a major role in limiting the expansion of
corporate boundaries to include all contiguous urban / built-up areas.
While the incorporated areas (cities and towns) contain most of the
concentrated development, the unincorporated areas contain most of the
development. Most roads support and access some type of development,
generally low intensity and rural in nature. Also, there are numerous
unincorporated communities throughout the county, with relatively low
intensity development concentrations.

From a composite of the county, the most prominent use outside the
Orangeburg (City) urban area appears to be mobile or manufactured
homes, which is not surprising in view of the expanding rate of such
housing state wide, especially in the rural areas. Their presence is not as
significant in municipalities with zoning restrictions.
Additionally, the rural landscape is characterized by low-density residential
development along most roads, and churches and commercial uses at key
intersections.

While

industrial

uses

are

more

concentrated

in

the

Orangeburg (City) urban area, and in planned industrial parks.
For the most part this development pattern may be characterized as low
density and sparse; not so in the Orangeburg urban area however. Here,

^

most streets radiating from the city are stripped by high intensity
commercial and mixed use development, including US-601, St. Matthews
10.3

Road, U.S 178, east and west, U.S. 301, north and south, and U.S. 21 to a
lesser extent.

The largest residential concentrations in the unincorporated areas are
located north and west of the City of Orangeburg.
TABLE II

Land Area, Population By Political Jurisdiction
Population
Acres
Square Miles
(2004)
25.2

16,108

21,492

Bowman

1.0

640

1,172

Branchville

3.3

2,112

1,057

Cope

.2

128

104

Elloree

.9

576

712

Eutawville

.9

576

335

1.3

832

1,373

.8

512

145

1.7

1,088

404

North

.9

576

792

Woodford

.8

512

191

Norway

.8

512

379

7.4

4,736

12,895

Rowesville

.8

512

368

Cordova

.5

310

148

Springfield

1.6

1,024

490

Santee

1.8

1,152

724

Vance

.5

310

203

1,080.8

691,732

70,578

1,106

707,840

92,070

Incorporated Areas

Holly Hill
Livingston
Neeses

Orangeburg

Unincorporated
Area

Total County
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Section 3 Existing Physical Form
The physical form of the county is a reflection of previous development
decisions, land use constraints and capabilities. The extent to which the
existing form is altered in the future will depend in large measure on
decisions and policies made in 2006, particularly those relating to land use
and infrastructure. Withholding infrastructure from agricultural and
woodlands, for example, will effectively control and contain the urban form,
which will result in rural resource conservation. The urban form also may

be shaped by zoning and development regulations.

Containment in this context does not equate to zero movement of
infrastructure and development into agricultural areas and woodlands,
however. It means planned, orderly expansion of urban/built-up areas,
cognizant of:
^

the impact on natural and historic resources,

^

the cost of extending or upgrading infrastructure to serve new

^

areas, as opposed to optimizing the utility of existing
infrastructure and urban land resources, and

^

the

role of agricultural and woodlands in a

balanced

environment.

Clearly, the county's physical form will change over time, but the extent of
change should relate to land needs for urban development within an
enlarged urban environment, as opposed to hop-scotch intrusion into rural,
agricultural and wooded areas.
Section 4

Land Use Trends

As the county grows and continues to develop, more and more land is
changing from farmland and woodland to residential, commercial, and
industrial use, supported by more roads, schools, churches and other
institutional uses.

^

That development is taking a toll on the historically agricultural base of the
county is undeniable. Few agricultural areas remain in the Orangeburg
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(City) urban area, and many of those in the more rural areas have given
way to development.
From 1982 to 2002, the county lost nearly 20 percent of its farmland and 34
percent of its cropland. Total farmland dropped by nearly 10 percent, from
48 to 38.8 percent of all land during this period.
TABLE III

Orangeburg County
Land in Farms (acres)
1982

1997

2002

Change (1987-2002)
Acreage

Percent

Cropland

235,373

173,442

156,237

-79,136

-33.6%

Woodland

82,523

100,979

97,316

14,793

17.9%

Other

22,194

18,576

20,779

-1,415

-06.4

Total

340,090

292,997

274,332

-65,758

-19.3

48.1%

41.4%

38.8%

Farmland

% County in
Farmland

Source: U.S. Census of Agriculture. Selected Years

In all likelihood, much of the "lost" farmland in Orangeburg County has
been developed in one way or another, as farmland soils are conducive to
urban development, generally posing fewer constraints than other idle or
undeveloped land. As a consequence, urban or more intense development
generally occurs at the expense of farmland, which accounts in some
measure for the loss of farmland in Orangeburg County.

The county's population increased from 1980 to 2005 by approximately
10,000, while farmland decreased during this same general period by
65,750 acres. If we carry this ratio forward, the projected population
increase of approximately 5,200 by the year 2015 would remove from the
county another 33,000 acres of farmland. But such a scenario is likely a
stretch, as the amount of lost farmland would be far more than needed to

accommodate development if development proceeds in an orderly,
planned manner without leapfrogging from famn to farm.
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^

Section 5 Urban / Built-up Land Needs
The addition of 5,200 people by the year 2015 will create a need for
approximately 1,800 acres of development, based on land use-to
population ratios common to South Carolina.

Development patterns in South Carolina show average land consumption
for development in unincorporated areas to be approximately .34 acres per
person, allocated among the four basic land use classifications: residential,
commercial, industrial, public, and institutional, as follows.
TABLE IV

Population to Acreage
Land Use Classification

Land Use Requirements

Percent of Development

(acres per person)
Residential

.21

62.0%

Commercial

.01

3.0%

Industrial

.08

24.0%

Institutional

.04

11.0%

TOTAL

.34

100.0

Source: Vismor & Associates, Inc.

Using these allocations for Orangeburg County, we are able to estimate not
only the amount of land required to meet future development demands, but
general acreage requirements by land use classifications as well, Table V.
Not all future development will come from the rural register, of course.
There will be infilling of existing subdivisions and new development in built-

up areas, effectively reducing the need for raw underdeveloped land. Still,
the impact on currently undeveloped areas, including farmland, will be
measurable.

Residential use will comprise the bulk of all new development, occupying
approximately 1,116 additional acres by the year 2015.
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TABLE V

Orangeburg County
Land Use Projections
By Type (additional developed acreage)
Average Annual
Consumption

2015 Total Consumption

Residential

112

1,116

Commercial

5

54

Industrial-Business

43

432

Public & Semi-public

20

198

180

1,800

Land Use Classification

Total (acres)
Source: Vismor & Associates, Inc.

Future industrial land use is perhaps the most difficult to estimate with any

degree of accuracy, due to a multitude of factors, not the least of which is
the county's ability to secure and accommodate new industry. The county's
existing industrial record notwithstanding, who is to say how successful it
will be in its quest for new industry and business development?
Suffice to say, most future industrial development will occur in the
unincorporated areas, as in the past, due to added overhead (taxes) of
municipal locations and the preference of industries to avoid such taxes.
Commercial expectations in the unincorporated areas are relatively low
because of the traditional role of cities as commerce centers. But stagnant

municipal boundaries, and the outward movement of residential
development have created an enlarging commercial market in
unincorporated areas. It could exceed the three percent share allocated by
Table V to future development.
Section 6

Land Use Issues

Land use issues are defined as problems or concerns, both real and
perceived. From a review and assessment of previously identified issues in
the 2002 Comprehensive Plan, existing land use conditions in the county,
and input from various public and special interest groups including

agricultural, military, wildlife, natural resource, telecommunications,
manufactured housing, etc., the following list of issues has been identified.
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1

Future development of Orangeburg County.

2

Farmland protection and preservation.

3

Location, appearance and safety of manufactured homes.

4

Conservation of quality of life, historic resources, natural
resources,

residential

areas,

and

a

balanced

physical

environment.

5

Location of potentially incompatible land uses - NIMBY's (not
in my backyard) uses.

6

Economic development and protection of potential industrial
sites and existing industrial plants.

7

Appearance of land use and development.

8

Strip development along major transportation corridors.

9

Urban sprawl and the consequences thereof.

Issue 1 : Future Development of the County
Future development and the impact on resources, infrastructure and life
styles are perhaps the most critical land use issues facing the county.

That the county will grow and continue to develop is inevitable. The manner
and direction in which it moves will depend in large measure on actions and
decisions by planning and governmental officials. Where is the county
going? What does it want to look like in the future? How will it get to where
it is going? What are the trade offs? The answers to these questions are
essential to planning and managing growth and development in an orderly,
positive manner, to ensure it's sustainability for future generations.

Issue 2:

Farmland Protection and Preservation

The continued loss of farmland, highlighted by the loss of cropland, is and
will continue to be a major concern in the county. This concern was
10.9

^

expressed during public meetings preceding the development of the 2002
Comprehensive Plan. Associated concerns include the increasing cost of
farming caused by escalating property values and taxes, and complaints
about farm operations from intruding non-farming neighbors. These
conditions combine to exacerbate the loss of farmland.

Issue 3 :

Location, Appearance and Safety of Manufactured Homes

As a lower cost alternative to conventional site-built housing, mobile and

manufactured homes are increasingly impacting the landscape and tax
base of Orangeburg County. Unfortunately, much of this housing has
scarred the landscape and lowered the tax base, because of the physical
condition of such units and the manner in which they have been
established. This is not to conclude that mobile and manufactured housing
should be prevented from locating in the county or relegated to obscure
locations, but clearly the situation is such that stronger more meaningful
development guidelines and standards are needed to address the issues
of:

location,

compatibility and setup, and
safety and habitability.

Issue 4 : Conservation of quality of life, historic resources, natural
resources, residential areas, and a balanced physical environment.
The conservation issue is broad in scope covering most physical resources
responsible for quality of life, including historic and natural resources,
quality residential areas, and a balanced physical environment.

As development inevitably impacts and changes the physical appearance

of Orangeburg County, these are the things that need to be monitored and
protected to ensure their longevity.

In reality, everything that contributes to quality of life should be preserved
and enhanced, not just the resources listed herein, but everything that
makes Orangeburg County an attractive place to live, work, and recreate.
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Outside federal wetlands regulations and flood plain restrictions, little is
being done at this time to conserve natural resources in Orangeburg
County.

issue 5 : Location of potentially incompatible land uses.
Public support for planning generally is based on the premise that not all
land uses are compatible and that separation or buffering between
incompatible uses is essential to the protection of property values,
environments, and resources.

Home owners and land owners, environmentalists and the general public
alike are concerned when new development creates an incompatible
situation, i.e. lowers property values, heightens traffic congestion, emits
pollutants, alters accepted environmental conditions, scars the landscape,
or Is just plain ugly.

How this Plan responds to the juxtaposition of incompatible land uses may
well mirror the future landscape of the county.

Not all land use is complementary to or compatible with its surroundings,
existing or proposed. Any infringement by uses adversely impacting
prevailing environmental conditions generally is met by resistance from
affected property owners.

Land use incompatibility is a universal issue. It is no less an issue in
Orangeburg County, surfacing every time a new use or project impacts an

existing residential area or environmental resource. Depending on the
nature of the project, the compatibility issue ranges from non-controversial
to NIMBY proportions (not in my back yard).
To address this issue, the county should draft and include appropriate
compatibility regulations in its proposed zoning ordinance.

Issue 6 : Economic Development

^

With farming on the decline, the County is pressed as never before to
provide alternative job and economic opportunities. The land use issues
associated with economic development include:
10.11

^

1.

providing and facilitating

sites suitable to industrial

development,

2.

protecting from encroachment by incompatible uses such sites
for future industrial use, and

3.

protecting from encroachment existing industrial plants from
potentially incompatible uses and associated complaints arising
from industrial operations.

Issue 7 : Appearance of land use and development.
There is a saying "you don't get a second chance to make a first
impression." This is true for counties as well. How Orangeburg County is
perceived to prospective residents, industry, business, and visitors is
critical to its future well being. Existing land use projects a visual image of
the county and plays a major role in future development by attracting like
uses. Quality development generally attracts quality development and
blight begets blight. This is not always true, of course, but rarely does
quality development take place in a blighted area, unless major resources
have been committed to renewal.

The physical image of Orangeburg County is tempered by a number of
features, both negative and positive. Based on survey observations they
include:

Negative Features

Positive Features

Signs & Billboards
Cultural & Historical Resources
Strip Development
Attractive, high profile industries
Substandard mobile home parks Woodlands and farmlands
Deteriorated dwellings
Edisto River and other Natural
resource areas

These and other features combine to form a mosaic of the county. The key

to improving the image is to eliminate or reduce negative features and
expand and accentuate positive features.

Appearance is identified here as a county issue, but in reality it is an issue
confined principally to those areas burdened by negative physical features.
Quality developers and responsible land owners routinely address the
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^

issue of appearance. It is a matter of individual and community pride. For
otfiers, the issue of appearance may need to be regulated or mandated.

Issue 8:

Strip Development

Strip development is one of the principal contributors to traffic accidents
and congestion. It is characterized by numerous curb cuts and turning
maneuvers, impeding the flow of traffic and creating the potential for
accidents. It is also a contributor to urban biight and clutter, with the
proliferation of signs and billboards.
Most major urban arteriai streets and roads in Orangeburg County,
particuiariy those radiating from the City of Orangeburg, have been stripped
by development, with little evidence of commercial and business
concentrations in nodes or centers separated by open space and iow
density use.
The infusion of open space, landscaping, curb cut controls, signage
controls, project design, and aesthetic measures should be applied to
existing and future development along all major traffic corridors to help
retain the carrying capacity and improve the appearance and safety of such
roads.

Issue 9:

Urban sprawl and the consequences thereof

The Orangeburg urban area is a prime example of urban sprawl.
The term urban sprawl refers to several distinct urban development
patterns. In its broadest definition, it refers to a pattern of low-density
suburban development that spread out around most cities in this county
during the postwar era. More narrowly applied, it refers to premature
leapfrogging or "highway ribbon" development or low-density scattered
development that occurs beyond the current perimeter of contiguous
development. A synthesized definition of urban sprawl drawn from planning
literature is:

unplanned, uncontrolled, and uncoordinated single-use
development that does not provide for an attractive and
functional mix of uses and/or is not functionally related to
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^

surrounding land uses and which variously appears as low
density,

ribbon or strip, scattered, leapfrog,

or isolated

development

Urban sprawl is viewed by most as wasteful of land and resources, costly
to serve, damaging to the environment, and unsightly, among other things.

To better manage and address the issue of sprawl, encourage in-filling and
optimize infrastructure investments, the establishment of multi-purpose,
high density zone districts is recommended for the Orangeburg urban area
and other urban enclaves, surrounded by low density, rural use districts.
Section 7

Land Use Goals. Strategies

As the county continues its move into the 21®* century, there needs to be a
clear vision of the kind of future county residents want— a growth plan

supported by goals and strategies. The essence of such a plan is
embodied in the County's "Mission Statement", as follows:

^

The county of Orangeburg exists for the purpose ofproviding a
prosperous and healthy environment for its citizens. It seeks to
create a positive quality of life and economic opportunity
through progressive leadership and the development of policies
consistent with the present and future needs of the county. The
county strives to be accountable to the public by providing the
most effective and efficient services possible.

Toward these ends the County is dedicated to providing a sustainable
quality of life in a physical environment characterized by:
^

Quality housing and residential areas,
A balanced physical form, rural and urban.
Farmland, woodland, open space, and out door
recreational opportunities,

^
^

Attractive building design and land development, and
Adequate infrastructure support provided in a timely
manner.
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In furtherance of this vision and in response to issues raised in Section 6 of
this docunnent, the following goals and strategies are set forth:
Goals

Description

1

Conserve and effectively use natural resources threatened by
development.

2

Enhance the quality and appearance of development and
physical settings.

3

Articulate an arrangement of land uses which will promote land
use compatibility, protect property values and environmental
resources, and accommodate future development in an orderly
manner.

4

Optimize investments in existing infrastructure; prevent
premature development of farmlands and woodlands, and
maintain a balanced environment, urban and rural.

5

Protect and sustain the character of existing residential areas.

Goal 1 :

Conserve and effectively use natural resources threatened

by development,
Conservation of natural resources, including historical resources, is
essential to the retention of quality of life characteristics.

Conservation is not always an easy sell, however, especially where
regulatory measures are proposed, as it impacts property rights. But
conservation may be accomplished in a number of other ways as well,
including:

^

Educating the public, property owners, and developers on the
aesthetic,

social,

and

economic

importance

resources, and the need for their conservation.
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of

natural

^

Incorporating and integrating natural and liistoric resources into
development projects to uniquely signature such projects and
conserve resources in the process.

Identifying precisely the location, nature, and extent of all
existing and potential resources to be conserved, so that
developers and property owners can mitigate or adjust
development plans to avoid or incorporate such resources into
the planning and development process, providing for
responsible utilization as a means of conserving them for
present and future generations to enjoy.
In addition to appealing to ones sense of appreciation of his surroundings,
there are regulatory means of accomplishing preservation, including federal
wetlands and flood plain regulations, currently in effect.
Other recommended conservation strategies include:
Promote cluster subdivisions with design features such as open
space, greenways, wildlife corridors, wetland preserves,
farmlands, etc. as a means of enhancing development,

conserving

resources,

and

maintaining

a

balanced

environment.

Amending subdivision (development) regulations to require
open space and resource conservation as a requisite to site
development.

^

Enacting development regulations to require the use of Best
Management Practices (BIVlP's) in dealing with the
development of resource areas.

Goal 2 :

Enhance the quality and appearance of development and

physical settings.
A positive, pleasing physical appearance contributes not only to a healthy,
natural, and culturally rich environment, but is lil<ely to attract economic
development as well.
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^

To improve the physical appearance of the County, the following strategies
are recomnnended:

^

Enact "overlay zone districts" along selected major streets and
gateways into municipalities establishing design and
appearance standards.

^

Enact zoning regulations to address signage and its impact on
visual sensibilities throughout the county.

^

Promote responsible development along all major streets and
highways, sensitive to surrounding uses and scenic resources.

^

Enact zoning regulations to require landscaping as part of nonresidential

and

multi-family

projects.

Also

encourage

landscaping, beautification, paint-up, and fix-up of properties
through volunteer pride programs.

^

Enact amortization (zoning) regulations to rid the county of eye
sores, such as junk yards and vacant mobile homes.

^

Enact mobile home regulations to address the siting,
appearance, and habitability of such units.

^

Goal 3 : Articulate an arrangement of land uses which will promote
land use compatibility, protect property values and environmental
resources, and accommodate future development in an orderly
manner,

This goal is directed at the heart of planning ~ deciding what land will be
developed and the intensity of that development. It is a matter of directing
growth and development in such a manner as to preserve and perpetuate
both rural and urban environs, neighborhoods, and natural resources, and
creating a land use pattern characterized by:
^

Stable, attractive, and diverse neighborhoods,

^

Quality employment parks and centers, properly integrated and
disbursed within urban, built-up areas,
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^

^
^
^
^

Convenient, accessible, diverse, and attractive retail and
business nodes and complexes,
Points of identity and places where people want to visit or live,
Quality public services and facilities which provide an
infrastructure support system for new development, and
An arrangement of land uses which optimizes investments in

existing infrastructure, and minimizes investments in new and
expanded infrastructure.
Such an arrangement is proposed by the accompanying Plan Map, which is
an integral part of this document. Strategy for implementation calls for:
^

^
^

Goal 4:

^

Enlisting plan input and support by property
developers, and the general public.
Adopting the Plan and the Plan Map by ordinance.

owners,

Enacting land use and development regulations and policies as
necessary to accomplish Plan Map compliance.
Optimize investments in existing infrastructure, prevent

premature development of farmlands and woodlands, and maintain a

balanced environment, urban and rural,
This is perhaps the broadest of the several goals established by this Plan.
It speaks to the issues of:
1.
2.
3.

Urban sprawl,
Land use efficiency,
Cost containment of infrastructure in support of development,
and

4.

Conservation of natural and rural resources.

Recommended strategies for implementing this goal include the following:
A.

Establish urban growth areas; discourage urban sprawl.

This goal embodies the ingredients of an urban growth doctrine, including
the establishment of urban growth boundaries, providing for distinct
lifestyles, urban and rural.
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^

An urban growth area (UGA) is a planning tool that provides guidance for
future growth by establishing a dividing line between areas appropriate for
urban-and-suburban-level development and areas appropriate for
agriculture, rural, and resource uses. It is a means of preventing sprawl
development and directing growth. It provides a legal basis or justification
for local decision-making at the urban edge. Lands appropriate for future
urban and suburban uses are included within the boundary, while lands
that should remain rural fall outside the boundary.

The UGA is typically set for a ten to twenty year period and should allow for
adequate development opportunities within the boundary for this time
period. While it is necessary to reexamine the boundary during this period
and possibly make revisions, it should remain fairly consistent in order to
maintain the market's confidence in the UGA's effectiveness. Consistency

in the parameters of the area will provide the County and other service
providers with the knowledge needed to budget for capital improvements
and infrastructure investment within the UGA.

An urban growth area, sometimes called a development service district,
defines areas already provided with or planned for public services —
sewer, water, roads, police, fire, and schools — where growth should
occur. It recognizes and establishes both rural and urban environments.
People residing in rural areas are there generally for one of two reasons.
They appreciate rural life styles, or they are engaged in agriculture.
Change, though often inevitable, usually is accompanied by resistance.
The question, therefore, is how to accommodate more people and more
development without compromising rural values. It is not easy.
It will require changes in development principles and practices. Land is not
an infinite resource. More people will have to share the same amount of
land. Continuation of past development practices will perpetuate urban
sprawl and compromise njral resources, gradually changing the mral
character of the landscape. Aside from conserving rural lifestyles and
resources, UGA's;

Encourage urban area revitalizatlon and infill,

Improve the tax base through redevelopment of underutilized
sites and lots occupied by obsolete uses,
10.19

^

^

Save money on infrastructure by targeting growth to areas
already served by public sewer, water, schools, recreation
facilities, etc. and defining the limits of new and expanded
infrastructure.

Reduce traffic congestion by limiting the number and length
of trips. Longer travel distances to places of employment
accounted for approximately one-third of the increase in vehicle
miles of travel in the 1980-90's, even without taking population
growth into consideration.

^

Conserve rural resource land by setting limits on urban

expansion. This gives landowners a sense of permanence for
their agricultural lands which may encourage them to continue
to invest in their farming operations. Conserving agricultural
lands will help maintain and protect the county's agricultural
base and support rural lifestyles.

^

The difficulty in adapting to a growth doctrine is that land use projections
notwithstanding, we are unable to determine precisely how much land
should be open to new development. As a result, growth boundary areas
should include an element of flexibility, and observe, where possible,
physical features such as wetlands, swamps, stream corridors, and other
natural impediments.

The concept of an urban growth area, however flexible, must be embraced
and supported by all applicable service providers to be effective. It is, after
all, both a regulatory and a policy issue, often transcending political and
service area jurisdictions. As such, several initiatives working in tandem are
recommended, including:

^

1.

Regulating the use and intensity of development based on a
boundary divide — rural and urban. In this instance rural is
synonymous with the Forest-Agricultural District in the
proposed Orangeburg Zoning Ordinance, and urban is inclusive
of all other proposed zone districts contained therein.

2.

Establishing mutually agreed to policies for all affected urban
service providers to withhold urban services from areas beyond
the established growth area, and/or,
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3.

Placing with the initial developer the financial responsibility for
all public improvements, and/or,

4.

Developing for proposed projects outside the growth boundary
area a performance evaluation criteria.

Under the third initiative, development would be allowed to leapfrog the
growth boundary if the developer feels that a location outside the boundary
is not premature, and he can make a go of the project. If he is wrong, he
bears the brunt of the loss of infrastructure expenses, not the taxpayer or
general public.

This approach relies on the market to set efficiency limits to urban growth
by compelling new development to pay its own way. In this context, the
market is instrumental in the formulation of land policy regarding growth
boundaries.

Still, project locations outside established urban growth areas should be
reviewed for appropriateness with the goals of the Comprehensive Plan
and mitigated for compatibility with its proposed surroundings. In this
regard, mitigation should take the form of a performance evaluation.
Rural development proposals, outside urban growth areas, should be
evaluated based on a system of soil suitability and quality, and
consideration of such factors as (1) impact on agriculture, natural
resources, historic, recreation, scenic, and other resources: (2) site
economic viability such as farm size, land ownership, and investments,
and; (3) access to public infrastructure, and necessary public, social,
personal, and business services.
B. Create an organizational/administrative structure capable of
implementing containment policies relative to utility extension.

C. Expand membership on the Orangeburg County Planning
Commission to include ex-officio positions for the school
districts and the major utility providers.
Unilateral decisions to relocate or build new schools and to extend or

limit the extension of sewer lines directly Impacts the movement of
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development. The current structure of the Planning Commission does
not provide for a voice or a seat for these agencies. It should. Their
input and cooperation are essential to a growth policy in support of
this goal.
D. Enact "common" growth area containment policies and/or
regulations to include schools, utilities, density and use zoning,
transportation, and recreation facilities.

E. Amend the County's Subdivision (development) Regulations to
require rural conservation and design alternatives beyond the
urban growth area, and open space networking interconnecting
rural development nodes (communities).
F. Facilitate, in a timely manner, potential development sites within
the defined growth area.
Goal 5 :

Protect and sustain the character of existing residential

areas.

1. Identify, and protect through zoning, unzoned residential areas in
the County from potential incompatible uses.
2. Enact policies which would restrict rezoning activity that would
disrupt the stability of existing quality residential neighborhoods.

3. Complement and or add transitional use belts (zones) around
existing subdivisions where needed to better address commercial
encroachment and ameliorate potential land use conflicts. Also

provide for transitioning in lot sizes, densities, and other
characteristics from residential area to residential area.

4. Monitor neighborhood conditions for signs of deterioration or
change that would jeopardize land values and/or the sustainability
of such areas.

5. Enact buffer yard and setback requirements to better protect
residential areas.
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^

Section 8

Land Use And Development Policies

In addition to the previous Land Use Goals and Strategies, the following
development policies are hereby established. They form the basis of the
planning process by providing criteria for evaluating land use proposals.
These policies represent legislative intent on the part of elected officials to
meet plan goals and objectives.
General Policies:

Encourage planned and orderly growth consistent with:
1.

the Land Use Plan Map for the county,

2.

the county's ability to extend or provide public services
and facilities in support of development, and

3.

Land

Use and

contained

Development Goals and Strategies

herein.

Residential Policies:

1.

Provide opportunities for an appropriate mix of dwelling
types, sites and prices in order to meet current and

projected housing

needs of county residents in keeping

with their financial capabilities and preferences.

2.

Encourage new housing development to strive toward the
best principles of site planning and residential design.

3.

Promote new and innovative approaches to residential

development

which will expand housing opportunities

and/or minimize public and private costs.

4.

Encourage and

promote residential development in

subdivisions or parks, as opposed to strip locations
fronting on major highways.
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^

5.

Ensure that the level and type of proposed residential
developnnent

will

be

compatible

with

the

physical

limitations of the land and established land uses.

6.

Ensure compatibility in transitioning between different
types of housing, size of housing, lot sizes, and other
characteristics from residential area to residential area.

7.

Coordinate the expansion of residential development with
information regarding potential impacts on schools, water
and sewer systems, drainage, transportation systems,
and other elements of the Comprehensive Plan.

8.

Maintain and/or revitalize existing neighborhoods, and
rural communities exhibiting signs of decay and transition.

Industrial Policies

1. Continue the development of planned industrial parks and
discourage the location of industry other than agro-industry
in rural or natural resource areas.

2. Encourage the development and/or expansion of "clean"
high-tech industrial uses.
3. Coordinate the location of industrial development with the
provision of appropriate road, rail and pipeline facilities and
information regarding potential impacts on community
facilities, utilities, adjacent and nearby land uses and
environmental features.

4. Continue to identify and reserve lands for future industrial
development and protect these lands as well as existing
industry from encroachment by interim land uses which
would detract from, would be incompatible with, or would
preclude their future industrial utility.
5.

Encourage the location and development of industrial uses in
areas which will maximize the potential for safe, efficient
and compatible operations while minimizing excessive
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infrastructure improvements and service costs to botii
industry and government.

6. Guard against the location of uses such as hog farms and
processing plants which could substantially damage
environmental resources and amenities.

7.

Regulate and mitigate the impact of industrial operations that
produce excessive noise, smoke, dust or other particulate
matter, vibration, toxic or noxious waste materials, odors, fire

and explosive hazards or other detrimental emissions.
Institutional and Community Facility Policies

1.

Prioritize and extend public services and facilities into
developments with existing needs and developing areas
designated on the Land Use Plan Map.

2.

Curb extension of community facilities in support of higher
density development in rural (forest-agriculture) designated
and/or zoned areas.

3.

Coordinate all capital improvement plans of the various utility
providers in the unincorporated areas of the county to assure
they are mutually supportive and comply with overall growth
and development concepts.

4. Assess the availability of public services and facilities prior
to making decisions which impact undeveloped and rural areas
of the county.

5. Promote development in those undeveloped areas of the
county presently served or planned for water, sewer and other
services.

6. Discourage the use of septic tanks and settling ponds for all but
low-density residential development in the mral areas of the
county.
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^

Transportation Policies
1. Promote the development of a comprehensive and
inclusive transportation system to better meet the needs of
county residents.

2. Ensure adequate rights-of-way for future road improvements
and expansions through dedication and building setbacl<
requirements based on a hierarchical system of roads.
3. Protect the safety and traffic-carrying capacity of major
interchanges and thoroughfares with a combination of design,
land use, setback, and curb cut controls.

4. Ensure safe and efficient pedestrian and vehicular circulation
systems in new subdivisions.
5. Protect airfields and airport facilities against potential hazards to
flight operations created by adjacent land uses.

Open Space and Recreation Policies and Distribution

1. Optimize the location of new park and recreation facilities to
meet the diverse needs of county residents.

2. Secure future sites for recreation activities by identifying land
and water areas having the best combination of natural
features, size and location suited for the type of experiences to
be provided.

3. Preserve the positive qualities of areas which have important
recreational, scenic, historic, archaeological, educational and
aesthetic values.

4. Encourage land development practices that reserve open
space and conserve on-site resources.
Natural Resource Utilization and Conservation Policies

1. Protect, maintain and enhance the county's natural resources
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^

for future generations to share and enjoy.
2. Ensure that the development of land and water resources
proceeds in a manner consistent with resource capabilities.
3. Protect water quality and water sheds.

4. Protect agricultural areas from premature and indiscriminate
encroachment of development which would usurp their utility or
be incompatible with agricultural operations.
Commercial Policies

1. Insure that commercial establishments are designed to
minimize their impact on traffic circulation and adjacent land
uses.

2. Encourage the clustering of commercial establishments in
nodes convenient to population concentrations.
3. Discourage strip commercial development, except on
designated corridors.
4. Prohibit the encroachment of commercial development into
established residential areas.

5. Coordinate commercial development with information regarding
the potential impact on the Comprehensive Plan, community
facilities, utilities, transportation system, adjacent and
nearby land uses and the environment.
Section 9

Land Use Plan (Map)

The Land Use Plan is an expression of geographic objectives, presented in
map form. It establishes development objectives for various areas of the
county.

Land use and development objectives are identified on the Plan Map by the

^

use of colors and symbols. They are based in part on factors influencing
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development, i.e. growth projections, existing land use, land use potential,
land use constraints, land use issues, and land use goals.
Ttie various categories illustrated on the Plan Map include:
Economic Activity Areas
IVIixed Use Commercial Areas

Convenience Service and Transitional Areas
Industrial - Business Areas

Residential Areas

Existing Residential
Developing Residential
Rural Communities
Natural Resource Areas

Farming and Forest Areas
Airport Areas

Following are objectives and strategies for guiding development within
each of the above map categories.

ECONOMIC ACTIVITY AREAS
Economic activity areas or EAA's designated on the Plan Map contain uses

providing employment and commercial opportunities and/or land generally
suited to the development of such uses, i.e. business, commerce,

wholesale, industry, government, services, and high density residential
uses. These areas are further classified into sub-categories based on their
primary function, including Mixed Use Commercial Areas, Convenience
Service and Transitional Areas, and Industrial-Business Areas.

A further refinement of types of uses included in or planned for this area is
contained in the companion Zoning Ordinance.

Where economic activity circles or nodes appear on the Plan Map, the
intent is to promote cluster development, in l<eeping with the planned
intensity and use of such areas.
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Mixed Use Commercial Areas

Objective

This is an inclusive economic or business designation. The objective is to
concentrate general commercial development and economic activity in
areas so designated, and to minimize the impact of such development on

neighboring properties, the transportation network, and environmental
resources. Further, the objective is to encourage and promote the
economic vitality and ability of the county to compete in a regional market
by concentrating economic activities, thereby strengthening the draw of
such areas through "cumulative attraction."
Strategy

^

Provide investment incentives for concentrating development in
such areas.

Channel higher intensity development to such areas, by
^

^

prohibiting it elsewhere.
Provide urban infrastructure in support of such areas.

Where these areas parallel existing commercial corridors such as U.S. 601
and U.S, 178, the strategy is expanded to include the adoption of
development regulations to:

^

minimizes the impact of development on traffic movement and
the carrying capacity of such corridors,

^

promote safety,

^
^
^

address appearance and alignment of buildings,
make landscaping an integral part of all future development,
promote street tree plantings and the greening of such
corridors, and

^

address signage and the proliferation thereof.

For the purpose of this study, high intensive use corridors are defined by
two or more of the following conditions.
1.

High traffic volumes.
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2.

Continuous line of developnnent, with relatively few
unbroken stretches,

3.
4.

Frequent curb cuts often accessing snnall lots,
Public sewer availability, existing or planned.

Industrial and Business Areas

Objective
The objective of the Industrial-Business designation is twofold, (1) to create
industrial and business developnnent opportunities and (2) to protect
existing industrial and business interests from incompatible development.

Areas so designated have been determined to be suitable to such
development based on soil conditions, access, and infrastructure (existing
or planned).
Strategy

^

Identify and map areas with industrial and business potential,
and take appropriate action to reserve such areas for future
development.

^

Promote the development of industrial and office parks within
such areas.

Facilitate such areas for industrial and business development.

^

Reduce through zoning, site design, and/or buffer requirements
potential conflicts between business/industrial uses (existing
and future) and residential uses.

Convenience Service and Transitional Areas
Objective

The objective of this designation is three-fold: (1) to concentrate
convenience commercial and service establishments in proximity to
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^

residential areas, (2) to adequately buffer such areas from neighboring
residential uses and (3) to provide for controlled transition from residential
to limited commercial over time.

Strategy

^

Restrict through zoning the use of such areas to convenience
and service establishments, and transitioning residential and
related uses.

^

Regulate the transitional process of such areas so as to
enhance environmental conditions and maintain or improve
property values.

^'

Evaluate all proposed use changes in such areas to determine
the impact on the transitional process, and accommodate
change only where substantial improvement or strengthening of
the area would result — guide the transitional process in the
best interest of the county.

Rural Community Areas
Objective

The objective of this classification is to sustain and support rural community
centers as an integral part of the rural environment, serving the
commercial, service, social, and agricultural support needs of the
community as well as nearby rural residents in farming and forest areas.
Strategy

Promote the clustering of development in rural communities or
nodes, as opposed to striping rural routes.
Promote mixed use development (i.e. commercial, institutional
and residential) of these areas, thereby strengthening the
community concept.
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^

Existing Residential Areas
Existing residential areas represent one of the most innportant resources In
the county. As such, the retention and protection of these areas are
paramount.

Objective

The objective of this designation is to identify and protect the character and
present use of residential resources (existing neighborhoods and
subdivisions) and to prohibit development which would compromise or
infringe on the prevailing character or continued use of such resources for
residential purposes. Also, this designation Is designed to promote in-filling
of such areas with like uses as an efficient means of meeting future
housing demands, and limiting sprawl.
Strategy

The following strategies are designed to implement the objective of this
classification.

^

Identify and map such areas.

^

Structure and apply zoning and development regulations aimed
at protecting the use, integrity and sustainabllity of such areas.

^

Monitor existing subdivisions for signs of change of use and/or
deteriorating conditions, and take appropriate action to stabilize
and/or revitalize such areas for continued residential use.

Developing Residential Areas
This Is where most future residential development is expected to take place

based on trends, availability of existing and/or planned infrastructure, and
environmental conditions.
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^

Objective
The objective of this designation is to promote and accommodate in an
orderly manner residential development in areas so designated.
Strategy

The following strategies are recommended for implementing the above
objective:

^

Regulate development within such areas to ensure land use
compatibility.

^

Back residential subdivisions along arterial streets; discourage
strip residential development and control curb cuts along such
streets.

Enact habitability, siting, and safety standards for manufactured
homes, and promote compatibility with conventional dwellings.

Amend subdivision regulations to address conservation of onsite resources and the integration of such resources into site
design.

^

Ensure that the level and type of proposed residential
development will be compatible with the physical limitations of
the land and established land uses in the surrounding area.

^

Provide opportunities for an appropriate mix of dwelling types,
sites, and prices in order to meet current and projected housing
needs of county residents in keeping with their financial
capabilities and preferences.

^

Promote new and innovative approaches to residential
development which will expand the variety of housing
opportunities and/or minimize public and private costs.
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^

Farming and Forest Areas
Most farming and forest areas shown on the Plan Map generally are
outside the path of projected developnnent, characteristically rural and
predominately undeveloped or in agricultural use at this time. Moreover,
few changes to these areas are anticipated during the life of this Plan,
provided urban sprawl is kept in check. The retention of open lands,
woodlands, and wetlands which make up a large part of this area, are
essential for clean air, water, wildlife, many natural cycles, and a balanced
environment, among other things. Even more essential from an economic

perspective are the agricultural lands and farming operations contained
herein. These areas also provide a very low density rural environment
preferred by many people over subdivisions and higher density urban or
community settings.

Objective

The objective of this classification is to conserve rural characteristics and
resources, particularly agricultural, and maintain a balanced rural-urban
^

environment.

Strategy

Strategies designed to implement this objective include:
^

Establishing farmland boundaries beyond which urban
development would be restricted, unless and until the
boundaries are altered by decision of the County Council, on
recommendation of the County Planning Commission.

^

Monitoring and mitigating proposed changes which would alter
or compromise the rural character of such areas.

Prohibiting through zoning high intensity development from the
area.

Purchasing development rights.
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^

Purchasing development rights is one of the least costly means
of retaining open space — agricultural lands. By purchasing the
development rights, the owner of the land may continue to use
it for agricultural purposes but forfeit future development
options. Purchasing the right to develop is less costly than
purchasing the land in fee simple.

Natural and Recreational Resource Areas
This classification includes all major natural and recreational resources,
including rivers, wetlands, parks, and woodlands.
Objective

The objectives of this classification are (1) to preserve and protect such
areas from misuse and development which would unduly compromise their
utility and role in the natural scheme of things, (2) to maintain the ecological

integrity, including the plant and animal habitats of the Four Holes Swamp,
(3) provide and maintain outdoor recreational areas, and (4) to encourage
the preservation of forestry, outdoor recreation, and other land-based
activities that maintain open space, protect water quality, and maintain and
enhance quality of life .
Strategy

Enact land development and use regulations which would
ensure the retention and function of such areas.

Airport Areas

Objective

The objectives of this classification are (1) to protect the interests of the
Orangeburg airport and the USAF's North Field, (2) to protect and promote
the general health, safety, economy, and welfare of the airport's environs,
(3) to prevent the impairment and promote the utility and safety of the
airports, (4) to promote land use compatibility between the airports and
surrounding development, and (5) protect the character and stability and
enhance the environment of areas impacted by airport operations.
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strategy
Enact zoning and developnnent regulations
implement the objectives of this classification.
Section 10

designed

to

Land Use Compliance Matrix

Nowhere is a Plan more essential than in decisions involving zoning or

rezoning. In fact, 6-29-720 of the South Carolina Code of Laws, 1976
(Comprehensive Planning Enabling Act of 1994) states that "regulations
(zoning) must be made in accordance with the comprehensive plan..."
But unless the plan is clear regarding what constitutes compliance, it may
not succeed as a guide to the development and regulatory decision making
process.

To clarify the intent of this Plan and what constitutes "accordance"
therewith, the use of a Compliance Matrix is recommended. The Matrix,
establishes criteria and parameters for determining compliance. It

^

summarizes land use objectives, and identifies major use groups which
meet plan map objectives. And by omission, it identifies as well those uses
at variance with the Plan. In short, it establishes a guide for determining
when development is in accord with plan map objectives. It directly
links the Plan with the zoning ordinance (and map), establishing clear
compliance criteria.

Plan-map designations and the accompanying description on the Matrix
establish the objectives of a given classification and the type of
development which fulfills those objectives.

Plan map objectives may be met and plan compliance accomplished
whenever land uses identified in the "accord column" are permitted by zone

district regulations. Uses not listed are considered to be at variance and
incompliant with the matrix and the objectives of the Plan. As such any
zoning or rezoning action by the Planning Commission and County Council
should be denied accordingly, for non-compliance. Depending on the
objectives of a given plan map designation, land use options range from
few to many.
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The boundaries of the various plan-map classifications should not be
considered exact. They are general by design, permitting flexibility in the
administrative determination by staff of zone district compliance with the
Plan.

To help link the Comprehensive Plan to the zoning ordinance, use of the
North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS) is employed by
both documents. The plan employs the two digit identification system,
which is broad and inclusive in terms of uses permitted within a given
classification. The ordinance employs, but refines the two digit system,
using a three to five digit system, which permits the crafting of zone districts
specifically designed to meet individual zone district objectives.

Areas designated Existing Residential, for example, show a limited list of
permitted uses. This means that any request to establish a zone district
which permits more than single-family dwellings and support uses should
be denied as it is not in accord with Plan map objectives. This limited
zoning response makes a strong statement for stability and conservation of
existing residential areas so classified on the Plan Map.
Whenever the Plan's objectives are brought into question, the matter
should be reassessed by the Planning Commission to determine if they are
still representative of the areas in question. If they are, any zoning change
at variance should be denied on the grounds of "non-compliance." If,
however, there is a deficiency in the Plan or conditions or objectives have
changed over time, the Plan itself should be amended. In this way, the
Commission will continually evaluate the Plan for relevance and
applicability.

The entire process — evaluating development and zoning proposals on the
basis of the Compliance Matrix— is designed to better infuse the Plan and
the planning process into the development and zoning process.
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3

3

ORANGEBURG COUNTY
COMPLIANCE MATRIX AND LAND USE PLAN LEGEND
MAP DESIGNATION

Existing Residential
Areas

Developing Residential
Areas

LAND USES IN ACCORD WITH OBJECTIVES

GEOGRAPHIC OBJECTIVES

(Reference NAICS sector classification #)
Protect the
character and
Existing residential uses
present
use
of
existing
Educational, recreational and religious
residential subdivisions and
uses (#61,71, 81)
neighborhoods.
Build
future
residential ^ Single-family dwellings
environs shaped by "market ^ Multi-family dwellings, townhouses,
driven"

demands

and

apartments, duplexes, condominiums,
preferences for a variety of
assisted living facilities, etc.
housing, including single- and ^ Residentially designed manufactured
multi-family dwellings
and
dwellings
manufactured homes.
^ Educational, recreational and religious
uses (#61,71,81)

Mixed Use Commercial
Areas

Retail and wholesale trade, (# 42,44-45)
commercial and mixed use ^ Transportation and Warehousing
areas, to include institutional
(#48-49)
and high density residential ^ Information (# 51)
uses, capable of (1) meeting ^ Finance and Insurance (#52)
the varied needs of the local
Real estate (#53)
and regional populace, and ^ Professional, Scientific and Technical
the traveling public, and (2)
Services (# 54)
Create

and

sustain

viable

competing successfully in the ^ Management of Companies (# 55)
regional marketplace.
Administrative support and Waste
management services (# 56)
1038
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)
Educational services (# 61)
Health Care and social assistance (# 62)
Arts, Entertainment and Recreation (#71)
Accommodation and Food Service (#72)
Other services (#81)
Public administration (#92)
Multi-family dwellings, townhouses,

Mixed Use Commercial

Areas (continued)

apartments, duplexes, condominiums, etc.

Industrial Areas

Promote

and

accommodate

industrial development as a
means of improving local
economic

conditions

"quality of life".

and

Manufactured dwellings and parks
Single-family dwellings
Agricultural, forestry (#11)
Mining (#21)
Construction (#23)
Manufacturing uses (#31-33)
Wholesale trade (#42)
Transportation and Warehousing
(#48-49)
Information (#51)
Finance and Insurance (#52)
Real estate (#53)
Professional, Scientific and Technical

Services (# 54)
Management of Companies (# 55)
Administrative support and Waste
management services (# 56)

Health Care and social assistance (# 62)
Accommodation and Food Service (#72)
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)
Industrial Areas

(continued)
Convenience Service
and Transitional Areas

)

^
^
Provide for the development of ^
convenience retail stores and ^
personal service outlets in
proximity to residential areas; ^
and facilitate the orderly ^
conversion of residential areas
in transition to other than
residential use.

^
^
^
^

Other services (#81)
Public administration (#92)
Retail (limited #44-45)
Information (#51)
Finance and Insurance (#52)
Real estate (#53)
Educational services (# 61)
Health Care and social assistance (# 62)
Arts, Entertainment and Recreation (#71)
Accommodation and Food Service (#72)
Public administration (#92)
Single-family and multi-family site-built
and manufactured homes

Farming and Forest
Areas

Rural Communities

Conserve, sustain and protect ^ Agricultural, forestry (#11)
farmlands and rural environs
Mining (#21)
for future generations, and ^ Construction (#23)
inhibit "urban sprawl" in the ^ Administrative support and Waste
process.
management services (# 56)

^
Recognize, border, facilitate ^
and service existing rural ^
communities,
and
channel ^
future rural residential and ^
support uses into such areas, ^
further limiting "urban sprawl".
^
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Single-family dwellings
Manufactured dwellings
Agricultural, forestry (#11)
Single-family dwellings
Manufactured dwellings
Retail (limited #44-45)
Information (# 51)
Finance and Insurance (#52)

)
^
^
^
^
^

Rural Communities

(continued)

Natural and

Recreational Resource
Areas

Maintain
the
ecological
integrity of plant and animal
habitats, protect water quality
and water sheds, and provide
for land-based

Real estate (#53)
Educational services (# 61)
Health Care and social assistance (# 62)
Arts, Entertainment and Recreation (#71)
Accommodation and Food Service (#72)
Public administration (#92)

^ Agricultural, forestry (#11)
^ Single-family dwellings
^ Manufactured dwellings
^ Nature parks and recreation areas

activities that

maintain open space, provide
jobs and products for the local
and national economy and
maintain and enhance quality
of life.

Airport Areas

Protect and promote the dual ^ Low density residential
interest of airport operations ^ Low intensity institutional, commercial
and neighboring land uses;
warehousing and industrial uses
prevent the impairment and ^ Low-rise buildings and structures
promote the utility and safety
of airport facilities; and protect
the character and stability of
neighboring
land
uses
impacted
by
air
traffic
operations.
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